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APPENDIX F 
 

FINAL STUDENT EVALUATION 
KHP 577 - Practicum 

 
 
STUDENT NAME:_____________________________________________________________ 
                    
PURPOSES OF EVALUATION: 
 
To provide the supervisor with a basis for counseling and guiding the student and provide an 
opportunity for the student to learn and to improve performance in a constructive, academic 
context. 
 
To furnish feedback to the academic supervisor regarding student  performance thus allowing a 
basis for assisting in the career guidance of the student. 
 
To provide the student with an assessment of strengths and limitations as a prospective 
professional at this point in time. 
 
FOR THE EVALUATOR: 
 
Familiarize yourself with the rating form. 
 
Use concrete instances to formulate your judgments. 
 
Base your rating on as large a variety of performances as possible. 
 
Make the final rating score on the basis of the most frequent and typical behavior rather than 
an isolated incident. 
 
Compare the student, to the best of your ability, with persons of comparable training and 
experience. 
 
Evaluate the student at the end of eight weeks, formally or informally, to assure mutual 
understanding of behavior, goals, etc.  This will enable the student to attempt to improve 
performance during the latter portion of the field experience. 
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EVALUATION QUESTIONS 
 
DIRECTIONS:  Please place a check in the box beside the number/score. 
 
DEPENDABILITY:  The practicum student is dependable in completing assignments, using 
judgment appropriate to this level of experience, etc. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Accepts responsibility; is thorough in completing 

task; conscientious and shows attention to 
detail. 

 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Lacks thoroughness; has to be reminded of 

responsibilities and duties; has to be checked 
constantly. 

Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP:  The practicum student is able to relate appropriately to 
professional staff, support staff, and other personnel. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Excellent behavior in situations involving 

professional staff and other personnel.  Exhibits 
empathy and composure under stress. 

 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Lacks understanding of people.  Inappropriate 

behavior for this setting. 
Comments: 
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SELF-RELIANCE:  The practicum student exhibits resourcefulness and demonstrates the ability 
to seek answers based on similar experiences. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Is resourceful; exhibits self-confidence; 

integrates past experiences effectively; is a self-
starter. 

 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Unable to use past experiences in meaningful 

way; lacks self-confidence; overly dependent on 
others. 

Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RESPONSES TO CRITICISM:  The practicum student accepts guidance and constructive criticism 
from supervisor and others in authority. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Accepts guidance and constructive criticism with 

excellent attitude.  Recognizes strengths and 
weaknesses. 

 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Defensive when given constructive criticism. 

Difficulty seeing self as seen by others. 
Comments: 
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NEATNESS:  The practicum students’ personal appearance indicates cleanliness and neatness.  
Dress is professional and/or appropriate for setting. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Consistently neat, well-groomed, and 

appropriately dressed. 
 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Consistently poor grooming, lacks pride in 

appearance, and inappropriately dressed. 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DISCREETNESS:  The practicum student is aware of what to say or do and what not to say or do 
in a professional setting and acts accordingly. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Very discreet about confidences and other 

ethical conversations.  Does not discuss personal 
problems. 

 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Poor ethical behavior; needs constant reminding 

about how to conduct themselves. 
Comments: 
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CONSUMERS:  The practicum student is able to modify his/her behavior and personality to 
meet individual client/patients/students/consumers’ needs. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Easily modifies own behavior when working 

with different personalities and populations. 
Very empathetic. 

 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Difficulty in modifying behavior with different 

personalities and populations.  Same approach 
used regardless with all consumers. 

Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ORGANIZATION OF TIME:  The practicum student arrives on time, works when scheduled, and is 
able to manage his/her time while at work. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Is at work on time; does not miss; prompt with 

duty and uses free time profitably. 
 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Seldom on time; misses often; behind with 

duties; not resourceful in use of free time. 
Comments: 
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WORK HABITS:  The practicum student is able to work in orderly manner. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Organizes work in logical sequence; plans and 

works efficiently and precise. 
 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Very unorganized, careless about work; sloppy 

work performance. 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UTILIZATION OF ABILITY:  The practicum students’ performance seems to be appropriate to 
student's individual abilities. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Consistently attempts to improve performance. 
 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Satisfied with lackadaisical and incomplete 

performance. 
Comments: 
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VERBAL COMMUNICATION:  The practicum student possesses good communication skills and 
has the ability to speak effectively with consumers and co-workers (professional and support 
personnel). 
 
 5- consistently excellent Communicates well; easily understood; 

appropriate tone and vocabulary for different 
populations.  Successful in stabling good 
rapport. 

 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Poor communication, tone of voice etc… is 

inappropriate and ineffective.  Fails to establish 
good rapport. 

Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TOTAL CONSUMER:  The practicum student has an appreciation/understanding of consumer's 
physical and emotional reaction to illness, family problems, sponsoring agencies, other 
professional services being received. 
 
 5- consistently excellent Exceptional awareness of the necessity for 

learning as much as possible about consumers.  
Has a total person concept. 

 4- consistently above average  
 3- satisfactory  
 2- somewhat less than satisfactory  
 1- completely unsatisfactory Fails to seek supportive information about 

consumer; unaware of the total person. 
Comments: 
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EVALUATION SCORE/GRADING:  Please place numerical value under the score column from 
questions above. 
 
QUESTION SCORE 
 Dependability  
 Interpersonal relationship  
 Self-reliance  
 Response to criticism  
 Neatness   
 Discreetness   
 Working with consumers   
 Organization of time  
 Work habits  
 Utilization of ability   
 Verbal communication  
 Understanding total consumer  
TOTAL  
 
 
*The highest possible numerical score is 60 points. 
 

• PLEASE MAKE SURE ALL QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED AND SCORE HAS BEEN 
CALCULATED.  

• GO OVER EVALUATION WITH PRACTICUM STUDENT.  
• FINAL STEP IS SIGNING EVALUATION FORM. 
• DUE DATE (TBD). 

 
Practicum Site Location__________________________________________________________                                                                  
 
Site Supervisor Signature                  ____________________                          Date_____________ 
 
Practicum Student Signature                                    ___________________    Date_____________ 
 
 
 


